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Scientific Overview

In the past few years, the scale of data sets of the wiring of neural systems (“connectomes”) has increased significantly. There are now near-complete connectomes of the central brains of Drosophila larvae and adults, volumes of mouse and human cerebral cortex, and data sets from several other species. With this increasing scale comes a need for quantitative methods to identify structure in large connectivity maps and relate it to the function of nervous systems.

The purpose of this workshop is to bring together neuroscientists who collect and study these data sets with mathematicians and other theorists who develop techniques to model and analyze networks, network dynamics, and dynamical processes on networks. We expect that crossing disciplinary boundaries will greatly facilitate progress, as neuroscientists working in connectomics often lack exposure to recent mathematical developments, while the biological and technical details that underlie connectomic data may not be familiar to mathematicians. This workshop will help define directions of future work in connectomics, with deep links to neuroscience, mathematics, and data science.

Participation

Additional information about this workshop including links to register and to apply for funding, can be found on the webpage listed below. Encouraging the careers of women and minority mathematicians and scientists is an important component of IPAM’s mission, and we welcome their applications.
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